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Abstract—A large amount of renewable energy generation
(REG) has been integrated into power systems, challenging the
operational security of power networks. In a real-time dispatch,
system operators need to estimate the ability of the power
network to accommodate REG with a limited reserve capacity.
The real-time dispatchable region (RTDR) is defined as the
largest range of a power injection that the power network can
accommodate in a certain dispatch interval for a given dispatch
base point. State-of-the-art research on the RTDR adopts a DC
power flow model regardless of the voltage profiles and reactive
power, which can overlook potentially insecure operational states
of the system. To address this issue, this paper proposes an AC
power flow based RTDR model simultaneously considering the
reactive power and voltage profiles constraints. The nonlinear
constraints in our model are approximated using a linear power
flow model together with a polytope approximation technique
for quadratic constraints. An adaptive constraint generation
algorithm is used to calculate the RTDR. Simulation results using
the IEEE 5-bus and 30-bus systems illustrate the advantages of
the proposed model.

Index Terms—Dispatchable region, linearization, renewable
energy generation, reactive power.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, there has been rapid development in renew-
able energy generation (REG) to address the challenge

of limited fossil fuel energy and environmental degradation.
In contrast to conventional generators, REG is not very
predictable, which can threaten the operational security in a
power system and introduce risks to the real-time dispatch.
It is important to find a reliable operation strategy to handle
the power system with a significant integration of renewable
resources.

In a conventional economic dispatch, system operators
(SOs) can achieve a dispatch strategy by solving a determin-
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istic optimization problem with some operational constraints.
Reference [1] considers the greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-
sion costs in an economic dispatch by utilizing the demand
response. Using a series of forecasted daily wind power
scenarios, both the generator regulations and wind curtailment
are minimized to their objective functions in [2]. Reference [3]
reviews the development of the classic economic dispatch and
optimal power flow in power system optimization over the
last twenty years. With the deep penetration of renewable
resources, the operators need to adjust the reserve of the
generators to enhance the reliability of the power system [4].
Some studies have examined how the uncertainty of REG
affects the power system. The largest amount of REG that the
power system can accommodate for a given dispatch strategy
is defined as the real-time dispatchable region (RTDR) [5].
Reference [6] proposes the do-not-exceed (DNE) limit method,
which defines the largest range of renewable generation for
secure operation. Based on the work in [6], the authors in [7]
define a unified framework to measure the flexibility and
convert it to a robust optimization problem. Reference [8]
uses the DNE limit to improve the real-time dispatch with
renewable resources. Reference [5] expands the definition
of real-time dispatchability (RTDA) in [9] and develops an
adaptive constraint generation (Ad-CG) algorithm that is more
efficient in solving the problem. However, the work in [5],
[6], [8], [9], all include DC power flow equations and ignore
the constraints on the voltage profiles and reactive power,
which may lead to insecure operation. To address this issue,
we propose to adopt AC power flow equations to describe
the operational state of the power system involving voltage
magnitudes, reactive power flow and reactive generation. How-
ever, the feasible region of the RTDR is nonconvex in the
presence of nonlinear constraints. The inherent nonlinearity in
this problem is difficult to handle directly.

Some recent studies have been dedicated to power flow
linearization. Reference [10] proposes a linearized AC power
flow model regarding the voltage vector, which outperforms
the conventional DC power flow model. Reference [11] relaxes
the robust optimal power flow model and transforms it into
a mixed integer second-order cone programming. An optimal
power flow model with linear constraints for the reactive power
flow and voltage magnitude is proposed in [12] by using
second-order Taylor series expansions of the trigonometric
functions and regarding v2 as an independent variable. Refer-
ence [13], using a logarithmic form of the voltage magnitudes,
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develops an approximate AC power flow considering the
impact of the reactive load flows as well as transmission losses.
Because of the advantage of the independence of states, this
paper employs the linearization method in [10] to approximate
the nonlinear RTDR model. The reformulated RTDR model
turns out to be linearly constrained, which can be effectively
solved.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) The RTDR constrained by the AC power flow model
involving both active power and reactive power is defined
and formulated. (2) The nonlinear power flow equations are
linearized by using the linear power flow model in [10], and
the quadratic constraints on the transmission capacity limits
are approximated by a polytope set.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The definition
and mathematical formulation of the RTDR model with the AC
power flow model are described in Section II. The linearization
techniques for the reformulation are introduced in Section III.
Numerical tests on the modified IEEE 5-bus and 30-bus
systems are reported in Section IV. Conclusions are given in
Section V.

II. DEFINITION AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF
THE RTDR

A fluctuation in REG may impact the feasibility of the real-
time dispatch (RTD) in a power system. An RTDR depicts the
maximal ability of a power system to accommodate uncertain
REG with a predefined operational base point in a real-time
dispatch [5]. In this scope, a power system can always restore
the feasibility of securing operational constraints. An RTDR
is a deterministic set to describe the range of REG, rather than
a scalar indicator or an operational strategy.

The RTDR can be formulated in the following abstract form:

WRTD(p, q) = {∆w|∃y : F (y,∆w) ≥ 0}, (1)

where p and q represent the predefined base points of the
active and reactive outputs of conventional generators, respec-
tively, and F represents the operational constraints of the
power system. The details of the formulation are described in
this context. Mathematically, WRTD can also be considered as
the projection of the feasible region {(y,∆w)|F (y,∆w) ≥
0} onto the space of ∆w.

Here, we assume that the base point of the active and
reactive outputs p, q and the forecast active outputs of the re-
newable resourceswe are known. After the forecast errors ∆w
are revealed and observed, the corrective-control generators
will adjust their active and reactive outputs {pcm, qcm} to restore
the operational states to their secure regions. Considering the
limited adjustable resources in the power system, we need to
analyze the largest set WRTD of changes of REG that the power
system can accommodate securely; i.e., for ∀∆w ∈ WRTD,
there always exists a corrective action {pcm, qcm} satisfying the
constraints F (y,∆w) ≥ 0 consisting of the following:∑

m∈G(i)

(Pm + pcm) +
∑

n∈W (i)

wn − Pdi

= Vi

n∑
j=1

Vj(Gij cos θij +Bij sin θij) ∀i, (2)

∑
m∈G(i)

(Qm + qcm) +
∑

n∈W (i)

Qwn −Qdi

= Vi

n∑
j=1

Vj(Gij sin θij −Bij cos θij) ∀i (3)

Pij = gij(V
2
i − ViVj cos θij)− bijViVj sin θij ∀(i, j), (4)

Qij = −bij(V 2
i − ViVj cos θij)− gijViVj sin θij ∀(i, j),

(5)

P 2
ij +Q2

ij ≤ S2
ij max ∀(i, j), (6)

PL
m ≤ Pm + pcm ≤ PU

m ∀m, (7)

QL
m ≤ Qm + qcm ≤ QU

m ∀m, (8)
0 ≤ pcm ≤ Rampm ∀m, (9)
wn = we

n + ∆wn ∀n, (10)
Qwn = k · wn ∀n, (11)

where the subscript i denotes the index of the bus and
(i, j) denotes the directed branch linking buses i and j. The
generators are indexed by m, and G(i) denotes the index
set of generators connected to bus i. The REG units are
indexed by n, and W (i) denotes the index set of renewable
resources connected to bus i. Pm and Qm represent the active
and reactive outputs of the mth generator in the predispatch,
respectively. PU

m, PL
m, QU

m, and QL
m represent the maximum

active output, minimum active output, maximum reactive out-
put, and minimum reactive output of generator m, respectively.
The ramping limit of generator m is Rampm. In the redispatch
interval, the active and reactive outputs of the nth renewable
resource are wn and Qwn, respectively. wn consists of the
forecast value we

n and the forecast error ∆wn. k is a constant
related to the power factor of the renewable resources. The
active and reactive loads at bus i are Pdi and Qdi, respectively.
Yij = Gij+jBij denotes the ith row and jth column element
of the admittance matrix of the power system. gij and bij
are the conductance and susceptance of branch (i, j). Sij max

denotes the transmission capacity of branch (i, j).
Equations (2) and (3) are the power balance constraints of

active and reactive power, respectively. Equations (4) and (5)
describe the active and reactive power flow in each branch.
Equation (6) denotes the transmission capacity limits of each
transmission line. Equations (7) and (8) represent the active
and reactive output limits of the mth generator. Equation (9)
denotes that the corrective power output is subject to the
ramping capability. Equations (10) and (11) describe the actual
active and reactive outputs of renewable sources with constant
power factors.

The RTDR model presented in this paper is different from
that proposed in [5] in the following aspects: 1) The proposed
model employs a precise AC power flow model; thus, the
influences of the constraints on the bus voltages and reactive
power are considered. In [5], the author considers a power
balancing condition for the active power. 2) Equation (6)
restricts the apparent power in transmission lines, whereas
reference [5] only considers DC power flow. 3) In this paper,
the corrective action can affect state variables, including the
reactive power flow and voltage profiles. The corrective action
in [5] merely includes active generation, which only affects the
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active power flow.
Equations (2), (3) and (6) include a nonlinear term of the

state variables, which makes the procedure of calculating the
RTDR defined in (1) intractable. In the next subsection, the
RTDR set is approximated as a polytope by a linearization
of the power flow model and the quadratic branch flow
constraints. Then, an Ad-CG algorithm is utilized to address
the reformulated problem.

III. POLYTOPE APPROXIMATION OF THE RTDR AND ITS
CALCULATION

A. Linearized Power Flow Equations

In this subsection, we discuss how to linearize the AC power
flow (2) and (3) involving a nonlinear term of the voltage
magnitudes and phase angles. This paper employs the state-
independent linear power flow model [10] to approximately
represent (2) and (3) as follows:

P inj
i = −

n∑
j=1

B′ijθj +

n∑
j=1

GijVj ∀i, (12)

Qinj
i = −

n∑
j=1

BijVj −
n∑

j=1

Gijθj ∀i, (13)

where P inj
i and Qinj

i represent the active and reactive power
flow injections at bus i, respectively. Y ′ij = G′ij +jB′ij denotes
the ith row and jth column element of the admittance matrix
without shunt elements. The numerical experiments in [10]
show that the proposed approximation method outperforms the
classical DC power flow model in various cases. Accordingly,
the branch flows are calculated as follows:

Pij = gij(Vi − Vj)− bij(θi − θj) ∀(i, j), (14)
Qij = −gij(θi − θj)− bij(Vi − Vj) ∀(i, j). (15)

Because the transmission loss is ignored in this linearized
model, we have Pij = −Pij . We can replace the power
flow (2)–(5) with the linear power flow model of (12)–(15),
respectively. Then, the obtained linear power flow are as
follows: ∑

m∈G(i)

(Pm + pcm) +
∑

n∈W (i)

wn − Pdi

= −
n∑

j=1

B′ijθj +

n∑
j=1

GijVj ∀i, (16)∑
m∈G(i)

(Qm + qcm) +
∑

n∈W (i)

Qwn −Qdi

= −
n∑

j=1

BijVj −
n∑

j=1

Gijθj ∀i. (17)

B. Linear Approximation of the Quadratic Constraints

The left side of the transmission capacity constraints in
(6) quadratically depends on the branch flows. The feasible
region defined by these constraints can be represented by the
area enclosed by a circle, which can be approximated by its
inscribed n-side polygon, as shown in Fig. 1.

Pij

Lk

L1

Qij

1

k

Fig. 1. Linearization of the quadratic branch flow limits.

For a circle of radius r, each secant is related to an arc of
2πr/n length. The area inside the circle, typically defined by
the x2+y2 ≤ r2, can be approximated by n linear represented
by:

cot
(2k − 1)π

n
· x+ y − r sin

2kπ

n

− r cot
(2k − 1)π

n
· cos

2kπ

n
≤ 0 ∀k = 1, 2, . . . , n. (18)

Then, each quadratic constraint in (6) can be approxima-
tively replaced with a series of linear constraints as follows:

αijPij + βijQij + γij ≥ 0 ∀(i, j), (19)

where αij , βij , and γij correspond to the coefficients of x, y
and the constant term, respectively, in (18).

C. Calculation of the RTDR

After the above linearization, the RTDR considering the
reactive power and bus voltages is reformulated into a compact
form as:

WRTD(p, q) = {∆w|∃y : By ≤ b−C∆w−(A1p+A2q)},
(20)

where the vector of variables y represents the corrective out-
put of generator m, {pcm, qcm}. A1,A2,B, b,C are constant
matrices obtained from (7)–(11), (14)–(17), and (19). They
depend on the parameters of generators and transmission lines.
The dispatch base point p, q denotes the current operating
condition. The linear constraints in (20) include (7)–(11), (14)–
(17), and (19). By taking the dual of the linear constraints with
respect to y, the reformulated RTDR in (20) is equivalent to
the following polyhedron form:

WRTD(p, q) = {∆w|uTC∆w ≥ uT(b− (A1p+A2q)),

∀u ∈ vert(U)}, (21)

where u is the vector of dual variables and the hyperplane U
is related to B.

In the above formulation, the polyhedron U = {u|BTu =
0,−1 ≤ u ≤ 0} has a finite number of vertices denoted
by vertU ; therefore, WRTD(p, q) can be described using a
finite number of linear constraints of ∆w. Generally, it is not
computationally efficient to enumerate all the vertices of U
because the number of vertices is typically large. Therefore, [5]
proposes an efficient method to distinguish a series of critical
vertices that creates only a few redundant constraints.
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An Ad-CG algorithm [5] is adopted to find the correspond-
ing critical vertices to generate the hyperplanes iteratively and
successively.

The strategy starts with an initial box set WB ⊇ WRTD.
Next, find every point ∆w∗ /∈ WRTD and create the cutting
plane constraints successively until WB ⊆WRTD, and thereby
WB = WRTD. The details of the algorithm are described as
follows:

Algorithm 1 An Ad-CG Algorithm to Calculate the RTDR
Input: a tolerance δ > 0 and a given base point (p, q).
Initialization: Set R(p, q) = +∞, and choose a large enough

set WB = {∆w|H∆w ≥ h}.
1: while (R(p, q) > δ) do
2: solve the following mixed integer linear program

(MILP) and then attain the optimal solution u∗,∆w∗

and optimal value R(p, q).

R(p, q) = maxuT(b− (A1p+A2q)) + ξTh (22)
s.t. u ∈ U (23)

θ ∈ {0, 1}NC (24)

CTu+HTξ = 0 (25)
−Mθ ≤ h−H∆w ≤ 0 (26)

−M(1− θ) ≤ ξ ≤ 0 (27)

3: Add the following constraint into WB and update the
matrix H and vector h.

(u∗)TC∆w ≥ (u∗)T(b− (A1p+A2q)) (28)

4: end while
Output the RTDR the RTDR WRTD(p, q) = WB.

In step 2, we identify the critical vertices by solving the
MILP defined by (22)–(28). u and ξ are dual variables, and
NC represents the number of inequality constraints in WB.
θ includes the NC binary column vector. M represents a
sufficiently large constant.

It is proven that the C&CG algorithm will terminate in
finite number of iterations in solving a two-stage robust
optimization if the second-stage problem is a linear program
(LP) [14]. Similarly, this Ad-CG algorithm will converge in
O(p) iterations where p is the number of extreme points of U .

D. Applications of the RTDR

The RTDR provides the operators with early warning infor-
mation about the assessment of the system security with the
current renewable resources output and visualized operating
flexibility.

(1) The method can be applied to analyze the output of
REG units outside the RTDR. When the forecast error of an
REG unit lies outside the RTDR, the ramping capability of
generators or the transmission line limits prevent the power
system from recovering from disturbance in this situation.
Therefore, the operators can analyze the RTDR and find the
violated operational constraints. Further, they can identify
which operational constraints are associated with the violated
inequalities in WRTD. For example, if ∆w∗ /∈ WRTD, there

must be an Hi, i.e., the ith row of H , such that Hi∆w
∗ < hi.

The nonzero elements in Hi correspond to the restricted
constraints. Thus, operators can adjust some facilities and
generation to avoid this situation.

(2) The method can be applied to assess the security
margin based on the current dispatch strategy and the RTDR.
Reference [9] proposes an algorithm to calculate the minimal
distance from current base point to the boundaries of the
RTDR. In addition, when the minimal distance is obtained,
the most critical scenario of REG output, corresponding to this
distance, is revealed. This provides the operators with security
messages about the REG units.

IV. CASE STUDY

The performance of the proposed model is tested using
the IEEE 5-bus and 30-bus systems. All numerical tests are
conducted on a desktop computer with an Intel i5-2400 CPU
and 4 GB of memory. We compare the RTDRs of the following
four different models:

(a) Model “DC-Md”: The RTDR model presented in [5]
using DC power flow.

(b) Model “AC-Md”: The exact RTDR model defined as
WRTD(p, q) = {∆w|∃y : (2)–(11)}.

(c) Model “P-prMd”: The proposed model defined as WRTD

(p, q) = {∆w|∃y : (7)–(11), (14)–(17),−Fl ≤ Pij ≤ Fl}.
(d) Model “PQ-prMd”: The proposed model defined as

WRTD(p, q) = {∆w|∃y : (7)–(11), (14)–(17), (19)}.
To test the validity of the proposed method, we compare the

performance of different RTDR models with various power
flow models. We treat AC-Md as a non-approximate method
and compare the region of every RTDR. The DC-Md, P-prMd
and PQ-prMd are solved via the Ad-CG algorithm presented
in Section-III-C. However, the AC-Md cannot be computed
directly by convex optimization. The AC-Md is calculated by
uniformly sampling and testing the power flow solvability on
every sampled point with the following detailed procedure.
We calculate the RTDR via DC-Md. The square region that
includes the resultant RTDR is chosen, and a set of uniformly
sampled data points ∆w, representing the forecast errors of the
REG units, are generated. For each sampled data point, we can
obtain the realized REG output and perform the optimal power
flow (OPF) calculation. If the active/reactive generation output
is within the range of the generator regulation, this sampled
point is within WRTD; otherwise, the sampled point is outside
WRTD.

A. Case 1: A Modified IEEE 5-bus System
In this part, the test system is a modified IEEE 5-bus

system [15]. The topology of the modified 5-bus system is
shown in Fig. 2. The system includes three generators at
buses #1, #4 and #5. Two REG units are connected at buses
#1 and #4 with forecast outputs of 100 MW and 150 MW,
respectively. Their power factors are both 0.95. The load
demand is distributed at buses #3, #4 and #5 with power
factors of 0.95.
1) Verifying the Accuracy of Calculating the RTDR

The dispatch base point p, q, can be calculated by the
AC optimal power flow function of MATPOWER [16] in
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MATLAB R2016b. The resultant active power outputs p∗

of the generators at buses #1, #4 and #5 are 437 MW,
280 MW and 400 MW, respectively. The resultant reactive
power outputs q∗ at buses #1, #4 and #5 are 158 MVar,
208 MVar and 180 MVar, respectively. The detailed dispatch
base points of the test systems are presented in the Appendix.

Given base point p∗, q∗, the RTDR by P-prMd is calculated
and described in the yellow area in Fig. 3, which is compared
with that by DC-Md. The base point in DC-Md includes the
active output p∗ only. The model in DC-Md does not consider
active network loss and the redispatch cost, which is described
in the green area in Fig. 4. With the same base point and active
power flow constraints, the RTDRs by P-prMd and DC-Md are

G1 G2

W2

G3

W1
1

2 3

45

Fig. 2. A one-line diagram of the modified IEEE 5-bus system.
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Fig. 3. The RTDR by P-prMd in Case 1.
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Fig. 4. The RTDR by DC-Md in Case 1.

very similar to each other.
To verify the accuracy of different RTDR models, the

exact RTDR by AC-Md is also plotted. Because the nonlinear
constraint set (2)–(11) is difficult to solve, the exact RTDR is
numerically obtained by a uniform sampling in the plane, as
displayed by the dots in Fig. 5. When considering the apparent
power flow constraints (19) instead of the active constraints
−Fl ≤ Pij ≤ Fl, the RTDR denoted by PQ-prMd is shown
by the yellow region in Fig. 5. In contrast, the RTDR by DC-
Md is presented using the green region in Fig. 6. The results
by PQ-prMd and DC-Md are more optimistic than those by
AC-Md. Because DC-Md neglects the reactive power flow and
voltage profiles, the RTDR by DC-Md is larger than the exact
one.
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Fig. 5. The RTDR by PQ-prMd and AC-Md in Case 1.
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Fig. 6. The RTDR by DC-Md and AC-Md in Case 1.

Although PQ-prMd considers the apparent power flow con-
straints, it cannot account for transmission power losses; there-
fore, errors are introduced in the approximate linearization of
the nonlinear power flow equations. For the given base point,
the total reactive power loss is 187 MVar, which amounts
to 37% of the total reactive load demand (506 MVar). As
a result, the reactive generation in AC-Md is less than that
in PQ-prMd. For example, in the scenario corresponding to
∆w1 = −100 MW and ∆w2 = 133 MW (the circled dot in
Fig. 5), the reactive power output of the generator at bus #1
has reached its upper limit, and the apparent power of branch
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(1,5) also reaches the transmission capacity limit. Therefore,
the result by PQ-prMd is more optimistic than that by AC-
Md. In summary, the RTDR by PQ-prMd is more accurate
than that by DC-Md.
2) Effect of Varying the R/X Ratios of the Branches on RTDRs

In this subsection, we discuss the impact of different R/X
ratios of the branches on RTDRs.

After the branch resistances are doubled, the resulting
RTDRs by PQ-prMd and DC-Md are displayed in Figs. 7 and
8, respectively. As the branch resistances increase, the active
power losses in the transmission line also increase, which
leads to a smaller exact RTDR. Because PQ-prMd and DC-
Md disregard the active power losses, their RTDRs are not
sensitive to changes in the branch resistances. The RTDRs
in Figs. 7 and 8 are smaller than those in Figs. 5 and 6,
respectively.
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Fig. 7. The RTDR by PQ-prMd with the branch resistance doubled in Case 1.
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Fig. 8. The RTDR by DC-Md with the branch resistance doubled in Case 1.

After the branch reactances are scaled to 0.6 times their
original values, the resulting RTDRs by PQ-prMd and DC-Md
are displayed in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. With decreased
branch reactances, the active and reactive power losses in the
transmission line are decreased, and the power factors are
increased, which leads to larger RTDRs. Therefore, the RTDRs
by PQ-prMd and DC-Md are closer to that by AC-Md, as
shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
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Fig. 9. The RTDR by PQ-prMd with the branch reactances scaled to 0.6
timestheir original values in Case 1.
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Fig. 10. The RTDR by DC-Md with the branch reactances scaled to 0.6
times their original values in Case 1.

In addition, PQ-prMd improves the accuracy of calculating
the RTDR, compared with the calculation accuracy of DC-
Md. There are limitations in the DC-Md method because the
DC power flow model is based on the assumption of a low
R/X ratio, which is reasonable only in a high-voltage power
network. It is proven that the approximation proposed in [10]
outperforms the DC model with various R/X ratios. Therefore,
the proposed PQ-prMd model considers power flow more
accurately than DC-Md with various R/X ratios.

In summary, with lower R/X ratios of the branches, the
RTDR decreases. Because both the voltage drop and power
loss in the transmission line increases, the power factor be-
comes lower and the ability to further accommodate renewable
energies decreases. Comparative results show that PQ-prMd
outperforms DC-Md in terms of yielding RTDRs closer to the
exact ones with various R/X ratios.
3) Effect of Varying the Reactive Loads on the RTDRs

To study the effect of varying the reactive loads on the
RTDRs, the reactive loads are increased by 10% of their
original values. As displayed in Figs. 11 and 12, the RTDRs
obtained via PQ-prMd and DC-Md are less than those in
Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. This is because the reactive power
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Fig. 11. The RTDR by PQ-prMd with 1.1 times the reactive load in Case 1.
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Fig. 12. The RTDR by DC-Md with 1.1 times the reactive load in Case 1.

generation is inadequate and the branch flows reach their
security limits. For example, in the scenario corresponding
to ∆w1 = −60 MW and ∆w2 = 83 MW (the circled dot
in Fig. 11), the reactive power output of the generator at
bus #1 has reached its upper limit, and the apparent power
of branch (3,4) also reaches its transmission capacity limit.
The resulting RTDRs by PQ-prMd and DC-Md are both more
optimistic than the exact RTDR. This is because the reactive
power loss in branch (1,2), equal to 100 Mvar, is neglected
in both methods. The branches connected to the renewable
resource at bus #4 have a large power factor, so the PQ-prMd
model provides more accurate results than DC-Md in the top-
left regions of the RTDRs. In summary, the PQ-prMd model is
more advantageous than DC-Md with different reactive loads.

B. Case 2: A Modified IEEE 30-bus System

Based on the IEEE 30-bus system obtained from MAT-
POWER [16], we additionally include two renewable re-
sources at buses #1 and #22, whose forecast active outputs
are 10 MW and 20 MW, respectively. The topology of the
modified 30-bus system is shown in Fig. 13. In this system,
the total active and reactive loads are scaled to 189.20 MW
and 107.20 Mvar, respectively. The active and reactive power
losses are merely 3.12 MW and 14.37 Mvar, respectively,
amounting to only 13.4% of the reactive load, for the given
base point of dispatch p∗, q∗. The RTDRs by PQ-prMd and

DC-Md are shown in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. PQ-
prMd, considering the reactive generation and voltage profiles,
models the branch power flow more accurately. The RTDR by
DC-Md is more optimistic than that by PQ-prMd at the bottom
right corner, where the REG is high at bus #1 and low at bus
#22. It is obvious that the RTDR by PQ-prMd is closer to the
exact RTDR by AC-Md.
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Fig. 13. A one-line diagram of the modified IEEE 30-bus system.
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Fig. 14. The RTDR by PQ-prMd and AC-Md in Case 2.
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Fig. 15. The RTDR by DC-Md and AC-Md in Case 2.

As shown in Fig. 6, the green region (the RTDR obtained
by DC-Md) is larger than the region formed by the blue dots
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(the RTDR obtained by AC-Md). Similarly, DC-Md calculates
the RTDR more optimistically than AC-Md in Fig. 15. To
a large extent, the boundaries of the RTDR are restricted
by the reactive power in the transmission lines. However,
this conclusion does not hold because of the nonconvex and
unsolvable feature of the RTDR by AC-Md. In conclusion,
after the reactive power is considered, the RTDR decreases in
most cases.

The convergence performances of the DC-Md method, P-
prMd method and PQ-prMd are presented in Fig. 16. The
tolerances δ of the three methods are set to 10−4. The semilog
coordinate is adopted. The x-coordinate denotes the iteration,
and the y-coordinate denotes the value of R(p, q) in the Ad-
CG algorithm. The three methods terminate in a finite number
of iterations. The convergence of the PQ-prMd is the slowest
because of the complexity of its model.
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Fig. 16. The value of R(p, q) in each iteration.

Finally, we discuss the computational performance of the
three different models, i.e., DC-Md, P-prMd and PQ-prMd, in
calculating the RTDRs. These three RTDR models are solved
by the same Ad-CG algorithm, and the solution of the MILPs
accounts for most of the computation time. The tolerances
are all set to 10−4. The results are listed in Table I. DC-Md
requires the least time, only 2.53 seconds. The elapsed times
of DC-Md and P-prMd are longer because of the increased
computational complexity. DC-Md calculates the RTDR with
the least computation time because its model only includes 130
variables and 26 constraints in the initial iteration. P-prMd and
PQ-prMd contain 978 variables and 98 constraints in the initial
iteration. Therefore, the proposed PQ-prMd model calculates
the RTDRs with higher accuracy at the expense of a greater
computational burden.

TABLE I
COMPUTATION TIME AND ITERATION NUMBER IN CALCULATING THE

RTDR BY THREE MODELS

Model Computation time (s) Iteration times
DC-Md 2.53 38
P-prMd 4.11 46
PQ-prMd 7.97 60

V. CONCLUSION

The RTDR of a power system considering the reactive

power and bus voltage profiles is proposed to assess the
ability of the system to accommodate renewable resources.
An RTDR model constrained by AC power flow equations is
formulated. A linearization technique for the AC power flow
and a polyhedral approximation of the quadratic constraints
are employed to reformulate the RTDR as a convex polytope
set. An Ad-CG algorithm is utilized to create constraints to
approach the RTDR set iteratively.

Numerical experiments are conducted on modified IEEE 5-
bus and 30-bus systems. It is validated that the model proposed
in this paper outperforms the model based on conventional
DC power flow in [5]. The proposed method can calculate
the RTDR accurately, and the result is closer to the exact
RTDR, compared with the RTDRs of other models. We also
tested the applicability of our model with different R/X ratios
and loading conditions of the reactive power. The proposed
RTDR considering the voltage magnitudes and reactive power
provides a security boundary for renewable resource uncer-
tainty that can be handled by power systems and provides
more reasonable guidance for operators to assess the RTD
feasibility.

TABLE II
BASE POINT IN CASE 1

Bus
Voltage

magnitudes
(p.u.)

Phase
angles
(deg.)

Active power
generation

(MW)

Reactive power
generation

(MVar)
1 1.092 2.145 537.35 190.37
2 1.016 −6.073 – –
3 1.016 −6.267 – –
4 1.079 0 430.32 257.57
5 1.100 2.730 400.00 180.19

TABLE III
BASE POINT IN CASE 2

Bus Voltage
mag (p.u.)

Voltage ang
(deg.)

Active power
generation (MW)

Reactive power
generation (MVar)

1 0.981 0.000 44.54 −4.41
2 0.976 −0.878 47.44 3.22
3 0.975 −2.352 – –
4 0.974 −2.793 – –
5 0.968 −2.478 – –
6 0.969 −3.081 – –
7 0.959 −3.402 – –
8 0.958 −3.541 – –
9 0.979 −3.427 – –
10 0.984 −3.605 – –
11 0.979 −3.427 – –
12 1.021 −4.707 – –
13 1.079 −3.830 12.04 44.70
14 1.011 −5.234 – –
15 1.013 −4.999 – –
16 0.998 −4.537 – –
17 0.983 −4.098 – –
18 0.990 −5.256 – –
19 0.980 −5.222 – –
20 0.980 −4.876 – –
21 0.989 −3.179 – –
22 0.995 −2.921 37.46 9.15
23 1.036 −4.274 12.25 19.04
24 1.009 −3.369 – –
25 1.041 −1.874 – –
26 1.024 −2.280 – –
27 1.069 −0.705 38.58 34.51
28 0.979 −3.090 – –
29 1.050 −1.840 – –
30 1.039 −2.633 – –
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Some interesting research directions will be discussed in the
future. It would be appropriate to study how to add historical
data to relieve the conservation and computation burden of the
robust RTDR. Another topic for consideration is the utilization
of probability information in the assessment of the reliability
of power networks.

APPENDIX: THE DISPATCH BASE POINTS

The dispatch base points in Cases 1 and 2 are calculated
using the toolbox of optimal power flow of MATPOWER,
which are presented in Tables II and III, respectively.
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